MULTILIFT XR Power range hooklifts

Get hooked on lifting
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Designed to keep the wheels rolling

MULTILIFT XR Power range
The new MULTILIFT XR Power range hooklifts for 26—32 ton GVW trucks
offer a myriad of revolutionary features. The new features, which have
been designed and tested in close cooperation with the users, facilitate the daily tasks of a load handling professional.
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE
No matter if you are driving bulky materials, high-volume
waste, gravel or metal scrap you can always choose the right
combination of options. All options can be chosen independently, regardless of other choices. Consider this as a personal freedom to decide which new features suit the best for
your load handling purposes. Even with the basic equipment
you can still enjoy all the familiar MULTILIFT characteristics,
such as 2-speed controls, automatic soft lowering of the container onto chassis and flotation of the main cylinders - not
to mention high reliability thanks to strong and well-proven
construction.

OPTIONS
Automatic sequence control
Operating a hooklift couldn’t get easier! With
the new automatic sequence control loading or unloading the container takes place
through just one control movement. Yet again,
you have the possibility to switch between
automatic/manual control in situations when
individual movements are needed.

Fast speed
Shift into a new gear in load handling operations. The improved fast speed in unloading
empty containers splits the time used for container change. With this additional speed you
give a boost to your performance and maintain
the control over the load while lowering the
container.

Proportional speed
Need for more speed? Proportional speed
functions in all operations: loading, unloading, tipping and lowering the container after
tipping. Even a loaded container now moves
easier and faster.

Friction relief
No more grating noise when the container is
sliding into the transport position. With the
help of friction relief the front of the body is
slightly lifted during horizontal movement. This
reduces friction between loaded container and
hooklift´s subframe guaranteeing a quieter and
smoother operation.

Factory fitted accessories
Factory fitted accessories include for example
control and hydraulics for bogie blocking cylinders or stabiliser roller, control and hydraulics
for hydraulic rear underrun bar, trailer hydraulics and premounted oil tank.
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CONTROLLED SPEED
With the newest features you are in control of the speed of operation. Fast speed and proportional speed
are designed to minimise turnaround times. These two alternatives further boost efficiency and profitability
by reducing the loading/unloading cycle times to a minimum. Fast speed in unloading empty containers is
especially helpful when there are many container changes during the day.
Proportional speed enhances the speed in all four operations: loading, unloading, tipping and lowering the
tip. All movements are accurate and controlled even with a loaded container. Full proportionality gives you
more confidence and security in demanding operations, such as trailer operation. More speed in tipping
offers many benefits, especially when the truck is frequently being used as a dumper.
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OPERATOR COMFORT
Give your mind a rest with the new XR power range hooklift. The key
features include maximised driver comfort and safety in all operations.
Smooth and precise controls guarantee troublefree body handling. A
low installation height and a low centre of gravity provide outstanding
stability in loading, unloading and tipping the body.
The optional friction relief offers you even smoother and more silent
operation with a loaded container. Softening of rapid movement
changes thanks to the new PLC operated control system is included
in standard equipment. The lifelong reliability, low costs of ownership and high resale value make MULTILIFT XR hooklift a smart investment.
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GET THE BEST PERFORMANCE
MULTILIFT XR Power range hooklifts are available with three different operating principles. The XR S hooklift features a sliding
mechanism that offers a low operating radius during the loading /
unloading cycle. The XR T hooklift with tilting horizontal movement
has a smartly designed turning pivot point on the hookarm which
minimises wearing parts and increases power when moving the
hookarm under load. The MULTILIFT XR Z combines the advantages
of these two models and offers a hookarm that is both sliding and
tilting. The lifting capacities for the models are either 21 or 26
tonnes.
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT OPTIONS FOR YOUR
LOAD HANDLING TASKS
Building and construction
Only the strongest and most reliable equipment can cope with
the tough working conditions of the building and construction
industry. With a set of new options the XR Power range hooklifts
can take care of a variety of different tasks on building sites. For
instance if you are using your truck as a dumper for transporting soil or gravel, you can benefit from proportional speed, which
cuts the time used for tipping and lowering the tip by one third
compared to normal speed. Alternatively, if you are transporting
heavy machinery, proportional speed lets you be in absolute
control of the speed with which you are lowering the load onto
the ground. XR hooklift is a smart solution for cost-effective load
handling operations on construction sites.

Waste and recycling
Waste transportation to a landfill or an incineration plant as well
as transportation of recyclable materials to reuse can cost-effectively be taken care of by a XR Power hooklift system. Typically,
there are many body changes in the daily routines of the waste
and recycling professionals. Profitability in business can be increased by choosing fast speed, which gives more speed to body
change and automatic control, which facilitates the loading and
unloading tasks. Friction relief is best suited for urban areas and
grants a silent operation during body change. Make your daily
tasks easier and more effective with a MULTILIFT hooklift system.

Fire and rescue services
MULTILIFT XR Power range hooklifts have proven to be economical and flexible solutions for fire and rescue logistics. One basic
vehicle can handle multiple tasks while the body can be changed
depending on the situation and needs. One truck can replace
several specialised trucks, when the investment will be made
instead on a hooklift system and different demountable bodies
and containers. Even less-experienced drivers can now easily
operate the hooklift thanks to the possibility to switch to automatic control. Flexibility is guaranteed - with lower investments
and running costs.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Construction

Installation

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

High-strength steel
Extensive use of steel castings
to strengthen and simplify the
construction
Automatic tipping and subframe
lockings
Low construction for the new
hydraulic body locking, easily interchangeable from inside to outside
or vice versa
3D design
Numerous field and fatigue tests to
prove the durability and functionality of the steel construction

Controls
•
•
•
•
•

•

PLC (Programmable Logic Control)
-operated control system
Simple control system structure
Outstanding reliability
High endurance against challenging
environmental conditions
2-speed manual control as standard, automatic sequence control as
an option
Built-in diagnostics to easily locate
defective components caused by
mechanical damage

•

•

High quality top coat painting at
factory as standard
Bolt-on mounting principle for
installing on truck and installing
truck accessories
Modern and convenient CAN-bus
installation for control system

One ton extra capacity
There are situations where extra capacity
comes in handy:
•
when the container is on a lower
level than the truck, which leads to
a disadvantageous lifting angle for
the main cylinders
•
when lifting up heavy machinery
which are placed in the front of the
container
•
when the container needs to be
pushed onto a drawbar trailer with
more payload reserve
•

By offering extra capacity we
guarantee that containers which
are poorly loaded can be picked up.

Several options and features
have patents pending.

MULTILIFT equipments meet the demands set forth in EU Machine Directive.
We reserve the right for modifications. Illustrations do not always show an equipment in standard version.

Multilift equipments fulfill the
demands set forth in EU Machine Directive and they are CE marked.

Equipments in illustrations are not
always standard and may include
optional accessories.

MULTILIFT – COMMITTED TO KEEP YOUR
BUSINESS RUNNING
MULTILIFT’s global sales and service network, incorporating HIAB’s sales organisation
and independent distributors together with their local dealer and service networks, offers you large and growing number of reliable and skilled partners. Our excellent spare
parts distribution – nationally or via the Hiab Parts Distribution Centre in Metz, France
– guarantees the continuity of your operations.

Versatile range of technical support

60 years of experience in load handling

MULTILIFT also offers customers excellent technical support. We provide on-site driver training and
technical training, in addition to repairs and service.
Many of our service partners also have service vans
and standby services to keep our customers operations running smoothly.

MULTILIFT is a part of Hiab Company, the world’s leading supplier of load handling equipment for vehicles.
We have provided demountable solutions for a wide
spectrum of operating environments since 1949.
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Contact your local MULTILIFT dealer

